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IMPORTANCE OF WOMEN: A PSYCHOLOGICAL VIEW
Chauhan Ajay. J*

Today women is walking step to sleep with men. There is not a single place. Where man
was cannot works in driving, teachers, etc, in doing so she has to pass many difficult and hard
paths in her life .ex.., Sunita Williams. “A mother is better than hundred teachers “. There is no
doubt in this proverb. Today women faces violence's is her home as well as of her working place.
There are many points to be discussed in this modern era, but the more debatable point is
women.
There are many forms of women. Today she is walking step to sleep with men. Today there
is no single place where we cannot see women. Or we can say that there is not a single place
where women cannot work. Today she drives four wheel and taxi. She has no inferiority
complete in doing any work. There was a time when she has place within four walls of home. A
woman that means a means of maintainers' house bold work.
Here we shall discuss both importance and violence against her. She has never gainer
importance by our society. But even though she has proved her importance. In doing so she has
to pars many difficult and hard paths in her life. Today women like Sunnita Williams her
research in Space shuttle. It was no their but she hard work. Otherwise, our society might not
permitted to go out of her home.in fact, one cannot do such work in hulk as a women is doing
one cannot even care for work so bulky. A women is said mother and there is a proverb that “A
mother is better there hundred teachers.’’ There is no doubt in this proverb.
Today women faces violence is her home as well as of her working place. There is no single
place where she is not facing violence. The only reason is our man dominated society.

Today rape, kidnapping, theft, robbery, dirty politics is seen everywhere. And only thing
penal each misbehavior is women and money. Because we have given too much importance to
money .but such importance has not seen given to women. Ever through we believe her as a
“Laxmi” of our home. God has not named her merely by weighing with money but the real
meaning of the “secreatlaxmi” is something else.
The government has named her laxmi because she is the only person who has strength to
maintain her home single and really. To maintain home to look after family members, and at
times she has to do job, so she is called laxmi by the god. A woman has capacity to play
thousand roles in her life.so she is named as laxmi. Can a man do such hard work?
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Once there was a time when she was crisis level as a feel of foot. But friend’s! The women who
was at feel of foot has jumped with the same foot. She reaches earlier than feel of a man can
reach. So she can do every work as a man can do. We can see women at every place of our
working step to step with a man .nowa day women has become an easy to harass character and
so the enemies of feminism create such violence like rape. May be that of Delhi or Bombay
number of such violence is increased. Who has to suffer is a woman only.
Today prrograce of women has become a difficulty of path. She is rapped of the time of early
minor age. such brutish men are of every corner of our society. But people do not discuss a
bought such brutish men and discuss of rul. The victimized women. But the victimized women
is a mother, a daughter, a wife. No one can think of a family of such victimized women.

The grief of this phenomena is through by women only. Why? Because there brutish men
are born by women themselves. So a women is shuttering at last. They have to fight against
violence caused to them. They make group and organizations. In which each women help one
another. This is laxmi and now we can understand. Why the god has called her as laxmi. People
puncher money as well as laxmi.
Our rules and regulations should be so framed that people who think women merely as a feel
of foot, they have to think hundred times before such thinking so. The government has framed
rules and regulations against domestic violence happened to women. It is a good thing, but in the
time of female illiteracy who can understand these rules and regulations. So the first step toward
this is to make her life rated compulsory. Then and then women would be life rated from such
domestic violence our proverb.
“ Nari tu narayani ”
should be changed to
“ Nari tu na Hari”
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